Mobile Learning
The launch of CPU’s Schools Asset Management (SAM)
system, and what it means to you

[Date]

A short guide to the latest features to the GENIE portal, how to access and the benefits
it brings to your Mobile Learning education programme.

Here at CPU, we provide more than just first-class insurance services to the education sector. We also
provide the essential tools to enable schools to stay on top of a growing inventory of equipment and
strive for continuous improvements of our systems based on customer feedback.
Already our GENIE system deals with all issues relating to claims, repairs, tracking and replacing
equipment in an easy to understand and centralised way. Now, with this new release of the online
system, schools and parents can submit claims online plus other updates and benefits.
In the following short guide, we’ll walk you through the changes and explain why we made them.

What is SAM?
The Schools Asset Management (SAM) system allows a school to quickly and easily manage all assets
belonging to their students within the Mobile Learning programme, whether the equipment has been
processed through Mobile Learning or they have insured already owned devices with us.
Benefits of the updated system
•
Reduction in admin work: Our old paper-based system requiring completion by both parents
and schools has now been replaced with an easy to use online system, creating much less paperwork
in order to submit a claim. We have also re-designed the questions on our claims, greatly reducing
the amount of information required to submit a claim.
•
Quicker processing: Our new online system means claims details are submitted instantly, with
email prompts to the various parties informing them of a new claim the second it is submitted. Online
processing also removes the need for claim applications to be processed once they reach us, further
decreasing the time it takes to initiate the repair/replacement process.
•
Claims Tracking: This new system has also incorporated a claims tracking system allowing you
to stay informed during each stage of the process.
•
Cashbook: This feature in Genie allows parents and schools to accept cash payments, print
receipts and reconcile against the parents’ account where they are making contributions.

Customer-focused features
•

Claims at the click of a button delivered straight to central system, saving administration time.

•

Ability to view and manage all assets from the central Genie login.

•
With the rollout numbering system, schools can summarise equipment for each of the various
programmes they have created.
•

Equipment can be checked against order / student details to maintain accuracy.

•
A surplus unit system has been developed allowing devices outside of the Mobile Learning
programme to be incorporated into a schools asset list.
•

Ability to update serials numbers on the system to keep records up to date.

The SAM system will also allow schools to check against the device if there is a parental contribution and
reports at a glance on how many outstanding payments are to be made.

Online claims reporting
The online claim reporting allows parents to place claims online, which will send email prompts to the
school. From there, schools can login to Genie, check the details and submit the claim to CPU.

To make a claim, head over to www.cpu.co.uk/claim, enter the serial number of the equipment and fill
out the relevant details. It’s as simple as that. From your Genie login, you can then review any claims
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placed by parents for your school. A short questionnaire is then required, before submitting your claim
direct to CPU team. After that, the repair/replacement process begins.

Claims Tracking
To view details on a particular claim or check repair status, first login and access Calls Handling, then
Search Calls. Type in your search criteria and click Browse Results. You can also select List Results for a full
report. From the list of results, click on an entry to open that claim which will display the following screen:

Scroll to the bottom of this screen to view the status updates for this claim:
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Managing Orders and Parental Contributions
Another level of asset management is found in the asset register, where parent and student details are
stored by device. There’s also a summary of the parental contributions, including claim totals. A detailed
status history page is available allowing review of an order’s progression, including a full payment and
claims history.

Future Developments
CPU are very pleased to be able to announce the initial release of the SAM system and we have many
developments planned for this system including:
•
Equipment Swapping: Re-allocate equipment within Genie, for example if a new student joins and
they are given a device from the schools surplus supply.
•
Extensive reporting facilities: A host of informative and performance based reports on assets,
parental contributions and claims.
A clear, transparent and informative overview of your programme ranging from quotes and programmes
that are starting, to claims management and summaries of currently running programmes, all compiled
into one easy to use system.
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About CPU Group Ltd

Aliquam
dolor.

CPU Group Ltd is expert in creating equitable, seamless solutions, and holds a market
leading position as an integral partner in education. Created by your school in
conjunction with, your local expert education computer supplier and CPU Group Ltd,
our Mobile Learning programme is a secure online system that offers the latest portable
computers and software, simply and affordably, underpinned by our secure online
system.
byline
CPU prides itself on creating win-win mobile learning solutions
and products for schools,
Lorem Ipsum
parents, resellers, finance and insurance companies. Our programmes
are, built to be
education-centric and with true points of difference to its competitors.

Using its unique centralised IT, insurance and finance system, already this year CPU has
helped sell over 170,000+ new policies (First quarter 2013, combined total in UK and US).

Links & contact
www.cpu.co.uk/ml
Greg Gregory, CPU, 75-77 Cornhill, London, EC3V 3QQ, 0845 872 2156, cpu@cpu.co.uk,
www.cpu.co.uk
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